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Officials plan confidential HIV testing
By Marc Chase
Senior Reporter

Service should be anonymous - campus leaders

SIUC health officials say a proposed HIV testing program that
may be enacted through the campus
hcallh service in fall 1995 will be a
confidential. but not anonymous.
scn•ice to ensure only studl:"nts who
pay for the program utili1.e it.

Officials also say no information
about students who participate in
the testing program will be released
lo insurance companies or employment corporations without the written consent of the students.
The HIV testing service is pan of

a list of improvemenl~ to be offered
at SIUC next fall. providing a $3
health fee increase is approved by
the SIU Board of Trustee.~.
Terence Buck. SIUC Health
Services director. said the
University HIV testing service will

be kept confidential between student patients and doctors but will
not be anonymuus in order to prevent non-student individuals from
partaking of services that they do
not pay for.
"Our whole health service sys-

tern is based on control and continuity," Buck said. "An anonymous
program takes away that control
and continuity."
Some University student leaders.
including Patrick Smith. Graduate
and Professional Student Council
president and Bill Hall, a GPSC

see TESTING, page 6

Pulliam Hall clock makes up for lost time
By Aaron Butler
Staff Reporter
After nearly two years of being on
the blink. time is marching on again
- correctly now - on the clock
tower over Pulliam Hall. and thanks
• go to the efforL~ of a former SIUC
student.
Scott Pike. a~sistant supervisor of
building maintenance for the physical plant. said SJUC alumnus Roben
Reid wa~ instrumental in getting the
old clock ticking again. along with
the help of some new pans.
··Reid wa~ a big factor ,n getting
this done a~ quickly as it wa~... said
Pike. "He wrote several letters to the
Daily Egyptian. kepi visiting maintenance and talking to the administration_ and as a result this was
accomplished fairly quickly:·
The clock was built in the early
1950s at the same time a~ the rest of
Pulliam Hall. The building was originally a high school - which Reid
attended and became a
University facility in the mid 1960s.
In recognition of his efTorL~ to get
Staff Photo by J. Bebar
the clock repaired Reid was asked 10
Bob Reid, a 1963 alumnus in outdoor recreation, pioneered the refurbishing of the Pulliam
throw the switch that started the
Hall clock tower, which was not operable for several years. Reed (right), throws 1he switch clock again.
that turned on the new clock while Physical Plant worker Rob Waldron, an electrical foreHe tripped the switch al 10:00
man for 10 years, watches Friday afternoon. The tower is timed by an electrical impulse a.m. Thursday. Reid. now vacationfrom an atomic clock and automatically recalibrates itseH every hour.
ing in California. could not be

Subsidized loans may
face government cuts
By Dean Weaver
Senior Repone'.
Janua.rv will mark the end of
1he De1i1ocr.11ic majority in
Con!!rc,, - at least for the nc:>.I
two ;.Cal', - and this chan!!e in
pt.,w~r could also ,ignal th; end
of subsidized student !oans.
A Nov. 23 anicle in The
Chronicle of Higher Education
state, that one of the largest
item,
tar!!ctcd
in
the
Republican·\ ··con1rac1 with
America" is the money go\'emmcnl spends subsidizing student
loans. That subsidy program is
projected to cost $9.6 billion
over the next five years.
Vick Klan. education-policy
coordinator of the liouse·s
Education
and
Labor
Commillec. said the idea of
eliminating loan subsidies is
nothing new and should not be

anributed solely to Republicans
if canicd out.
"This option was part of an
October memo authored bv
Alice Rivlin. the bud!!et dircctc;'r
of the Clinton administration.
Thi, idea came up as a way to
balance the budget. and it has
bipanisan suppon:· Klan said.
Stephanie Babyack.
a
spokesperson for the U.S.
Department of Education. said
she thinks the elimination of
subsidized loans would be a
mistake.
·•1 would hate to see this happen because education is so
important to accomplish larger
goals:· Babyack said. "I hate lo
see needy kid~ I~se:·
Dan Mann. associate director
of financial aid at SIUC. said a
move like this would greatly
see LOANS, page 5

Local

·

Local family has home for holidays
due lo student volunteers
- Story on page 3

reached for comment.
Ronald Waldron. electrical foreman for the Physical Plant. said the
drive system which powers the
clock wa~ worn out. so the electrical
team replaced it.
"That drive had been operating
for over 40 years, ever since the

see CLOCK, page 5

Gus Bode

Gus says so that's why I've
been late to my classes for
the last two years.

Binge drinking sparks debate
By Kellie Huttes
Senior Reporter

fr

After a study wa~ published in the
Journal of the American Medical
\~sociation last week declaring
binge drinking spoils college life.
SIUC students think they are classified loo generally even though they
consume large amounl~ of alcohol.
Barb Fijolek. coordinator of the
Wellness Center. defined binge
drinkers as consuming five or more
drinks in succession for men and
four or more for women. at one sitting.
She said there are many adverse
effect~ binge drinking may have on
the drinker and others around him
or her.
"Binge drinkers make secondhand bingers• (~tudents who experience probbns from other binge
drinkers) lives tougher.'' she said.
'They pay the price physically and
financially.''
Some results studenL~ experience
are unwanted sexual advances.
vandalism and destruction of prop-

Los Angeles Times

W ASHINGTON-ln another
sign of resurging drug use by
young Americans. an authoritative national survey released
Monciay found that nearly half
of all hi!!h school seniors have
tried illicit drugs-an increase
of 3.2 percent over last year.
The sharpest increa~e wa.~ in
marijuana. with the number of

erty. having to take care of drunk
friends and interrupted sleep.
Kristi Lawrence. a senior in paralegal studies from Fisher. said she
does not drink and does not like the
image drinking gives the
University or non-drinkers.
"It's up 10 the students if they
want 10 drink or not," she said. "I
don't think the public should gener-

12th-graders who use the drug
daily jumping to 3.6 percent. up
by half from the 1993 level.
according 10 the 20th annual
survey by the University of
Michigan's Institute for Social
Research.
"We are losing precious
ground we had gained." said
Donna E. Shalala. secretary of

see DRUGS, page 5

alize all students."
She said when she lived in the
dorms she was angry when people
came home drunk and"Woke her up.
"II makes me mad that they
(drunk people) think of themselves
and are so inconsiderate."
Ted Barden. a senior in

see BINGE, page 5
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Saluki women's basketball team is in
search of an NCAA tournament bid
-Story on poge 16
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un-•ice·f

Help the children of the
world this Christmas by

purchasing UNICEF cards

_- _
fr

at Kaleidoscope, 209 S.
Illinois Ave. Sponsored by
the United Nations
A.s.,ociation of the USA.

SMOKIRS
· BePaidFor
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2. Quit Sm~ltjng ~ _
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Taco ·Tuesday
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·D CASH?

Loans on almost ANYTHING
of value takes only 5 minutes.
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Carbondale

1HE WASHING10N POST- Is global wanning mating the oceans
'rise? Dua collected from tide gauges over the last century hm shown
incnmr.s in the average sea level of alJout .04 10 .D8 inches a year-the
amount scientists e:q,ect from global wanning. But the.re are few tide
gauges around the globe, and their accuracy is limited. Now a U.S.·
French ocea11og1aphy satcllirc called 'IOfEC,IPmeidon using advanced
methods, is producing similar resu1ts, as announced at last week's
American Geophysical Union meeting in San Francisco. Preliminary
dala, taken from December 1992 to Scplember 19'J4, indicate a rise of
about .12 inches per year, according to R. Steven Nercm of NASA's
Goddard Space Flight~tez.

nation
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MEDICARE FACES SCRUTINY FROM CONGRESSDVERTISE
· in the

; Tl.r.:I., 'J:i'~n.;,.
..IJCI.L\J' £J/SJ~.I

High +Reach

Low Rates =
Smart Business

NEW YORK--Eath yeaiMcdicae, which serves as a health plan for 36
million eldedy and disabled Americam, spends more than S2 billion on
medical equipment-and supplit.s. Most pharmacists and medical supply
companies routinely bill the federal government the maximum allowed
under Medicare's published fee ~ n when that's well above
the retail price. But Medicare may oow·be in for close, scrutiny. A new
Republican Congress intent Oil cutting federal spending, combined with
carping from bodt sides of the aisle that the S200 billion program is too
expensive and infested with fraud and abuse, may tum the budget-<:uuing
and bureaucracy-trimming spotlight on the 30-year-old program.
- from Dally Egyptian wire services

Gold & Pawn

l )30 E. Main

RESCUE EFFORT SHIPS SEEDS TO RWANDA ·WASHINGlON-Millions of Rwandans who survived the honors of
civil war and ethnic genocide are threatened by the prospect of mass
famine unless a novel intcmationaJ rescue effort can bring in enough
seed to plant next year's crops. Vutually all of Rwanda's seed supply has
been eaten by famished citi:zens or destroyed during the fighting between
rival Hutu and Tutsi factions.To avert that outcome, CGIAR-an
international network of agricultural ~ centers-has launched an
operation of unprec'!dentcd scope called "Seeds of Hope" to identifJ and
reproduce some 30 tons of seed from various plant species best adapted
to the Rwandan environment
, JOHANNESBURG, South Africa-Once the symbol to American
blaclcs of all things evil, South Africa has become a bit of a mecca for
them now that it has transformed it.self from a white-run, racist state to a
black-led democracy. A small but growing community of African
Americans have settled here in the wake of the political transition that
culminated in April with Nelson Mandela's election as president They
are corporaae executives, development officials, e.:hJcalors, entrepreneurs,
comultants. They number in the low hundreds, according to estimates.

45.1-3527
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world

NEW SOUTH AFRICA ATTRACTS AMERICANS -
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A story which ran in the Dec. 8 edition of the Daily Egyptian titled
"Alumnus inspired by movies, basketball" contained some errors. The
film company involved with the film is called Kartemquin Filins. The Big
Muddy Film Festival is sponsored by Film Alternatives. Frederick Marx's
last nan,~ was misspelled and Mary Ann Naas is from Matteson, not
Madison .
A s!Ory which ran in the Dec. 12 edition of the Daily Egyptian titled
"SIUC group plans conference" accredited quotes to the wrong person.
Rebeca Bruchhauser, who is from Anna and is the president of PRSSA,
was misquoted. Diane Karas should have been the person who was
quoted. Also, Jodee Baker's name was misspelled.
The Daily Egyptian regrets the enurs.
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Accuracy Desk
If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily!
; Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3.311, extension 233 or 228.
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Too1 ·time: Dorm res_ident~ he1·p:fixl1ouse ·
Family has name ·tor Christmas·thanks·to local group· ani:!~~a~r~::~~~;ication

By Stephanie Molett!
Senior Reporter

·

Residents of Felts Hall reaped a
bushel of "feel-good-about-yourself· smisf:1ction this semester
while working as \'Oluntecrs with
Carhond.ile"s chapter of Habit.It for
llunmnity - and thanks to their
cffons amt thmc of other \'llluntl'Crs.
a Carbondale family will 1110\'c into
their new home just in time for
Christmas.
.
James MacKenLic. head resident
:1t the residence hall. s:iid he and
\'arious residents workl-d on a house
at 901 W. Pl-can. perfonning whate\er labor was needed.

'
· .
·
,
•
which is then reviewed by a com"We did e\'erything from paint• . from Wl-ek 10 week .. · :. -~ :'
· Carbondale who were volunteering · mince that i!ctennincs which famiing lo sweeping floors and picking. , '. "We took as few a.~ five and a.-. · like us," MacKenzie said.
.
ly is"most in need ofa.-.sistance.
up garbage;· MacKenzie. a gradu- . · many a.-. fifteen people with us,'' he
Tom Langdon, Carbondale-chap'.. ·• · The family is interviewed. and a
ate student in public administration . said. "h's really a good deal fur all tcr president. said the local organi- nunuring commiuec helps the famand a\'iation concentration from the people in\'ol\'cd, the students zation is affiliated with Habitat ily a.'isess its income and outgo for
Pompton Lakes. NJ .. said. "\Ve amt the community:•
International, which wa.-. begun by taxes. insurance and utilities lo
taped and spackkd ::- things they
H:ibitat for Humanity is a world- a millionaire who wanted to help decide what le\'el of monthly paydon•1 want lo ha\'C lo hire a con- wide cl1.1ri1ablc organization. In low-income families.'
ment is appropriate, Langdon said.
tractor for."
.
addition 10 building homes. ii purLangdon said the organization's
Langdon said families arc usual~1.JcKcnzie said he :md other chases existing houses and reno- mission is to "rehab amt build new ly gi\'Cll a 20-ycar repayment sche•
resident :1ssistan1s posted signs \'ales them with volunteer work lu,mes for people who arc working dulc.
thruughout the lmll a.,king for rnl- and as many donated materials as but have a low. income and can't
"They pay to us. and whatever·
unteers and listing the henclits of pos.<iible~ . _ .
get a conventional loan."
they pay we tum around and put
community ser\'ice. He said the
"The other people W\: worked
He said the organization sells the •
members of the group differed with arc just people :,vho live in house for what it has put into ii, see HABITAT, page 6

SIU $chool of Medicine·
receives five-year.:grant
By Diane Dove ·
Staff Reporter
A five-year grant will (llake it

pos~-.iblc for the SIU.School or
Medicine to increa.~ the number of
minority students in rehabilitation
: counseling and case rehabilitation
' for_minority clients receiving such
services, acconling 10 a Uni\'ersity
official.
Professor Donna Falvo, of the
. School or Medicine's Rehabilitation Institute. said a S395,000 grant
will provide scholarships 10 10
ma.~cr's level students in rehabilitatibn counseling.
Though all qualifil!d students
will be eligible for the scholarships.
· which arc offered on a compcliti\'c
basis, Falvo said emphasis is on
· using the scholarships 10 recruit
minority student~.
'.'Now. if we go 0111 to re.:ruit students in minority schools, WC can
. say •~.at fun~ing is av_ailable for.
- them, she said. ·
Staff photo by J. Bebar
Called the "Long-lcnn Training
Gr.mt in Rehabilitation Counseling," the grant is being dispensed in
Jeff Hufford, a sophomore In athletic training from Mt. Morris, works on a network com-: . yearly increments of S79, 188,
puter at Morris Library Monday evening. Hufford was digging up some sources for an
Falvo said.
·
English minor. Many SIUC students are finishing last-minute projects for finals week.
Though minorities do not lll'Cd 10
n.><:cive rehabilitation services frum

Down to the wire

Carbondale residents file
as City Council candidates
By John Kmitta
Staff Reporter

Three Carbondale residents became the fir.a lo lite for candidacy
in next spring's Carbondale City
Council elections.
Although several people have
announced candidacy for the Council. only Barham Parrish, Michael
G. Neill and Jeffrey T. Shepard
have officially filed. City Clerk
Janel Vaught.said.
Parrish. owner and manager of
The Can.-cr Development Employment Agency in Carbondale, has
engaged in community service in
many fonns for more than the pa.,t
20 years, including the Jackson
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross Boan! of Directors from
1979-1985. the Archway school
Board of Din.-ctors, 1974-1980. and
the SIU Museum Board of Directors.
She is currently involved in many
community service programs.
"My concern for Carbondale is
evidenced by my current commit•
ment of time and energy to such organizations as the Carbondale City
Planning Commission. the Downtown Steering Committee, the
Chamber of Commerce. Rotary and
SIU President's Council Comminee," ~he said.
"I am also 1995 chaim1an of the
American Hean Fund Heanwalk."
Neill, a nali\'e of Carbondale, is

-:~~i_t -,."'-. ,~·; ....,

y

. . . . . . . . _.. _ _ _ _

- - ... - - ... -

....... - ~

"My concern for
Carbondale is evidenced by my current
commitment of time
and energy to (city)
organizations."

USG, GPSC'take

' ..... ,

Donna Falvo

other minorities, Fal\'o said more
minorities arc needed to work in
the rehabilitation services field.
"Of the people needing service
from rehabilitation counselors. minorities are growing," she said. "h's
imponant for client~ 10 ~ an individual working who is a minority
that they can identify with."
William Crimandn, coordinator
of Rehabilitation Administration
and Services said the grant should
(Qd 10 increa.'iing minorities in management positions in the field of
rehabilitation.
"We're c.,cited that we're able to

see GRANT, page 6

inventory of fall '94

accomplishniE3nts.
By Chad Anderson
Staff Reporter

tackle some of the major prob"Bui, the thing I'm most proud
· lems al hand.
of is the people that work at
"Most of what· we'.\·e done is USG.
clean up bureaucratic and procc- • "They're the most dedicated
dure problems that had been hen: students here, and I'm proud to
for a long time,''. he said.
be a pan of that."
"We worked on the funding . Matthews said most of what
process for RSO's (Registered GPSC accurriplished was inter•
Student Organizations).
nal, but ii should help with ne.,t
"We had problems with abuse. semester.
andourguidelincsweren'tclear."
"We now can run our budget
Leaders of both gm·eming ho- on our computers, and automa•
dies said they. had al least one lion h:!-~ bee~ one of our big con•
e\'ent they wish would have been cems, he said.
handled differently this semester.
''.\Ve were the first student gov~
· "We (GPSC) sent a letter of cmmcnt 10 call for referendum
freedom infonnation act to the on all student fee increa.,;cs, and
gr.idualc school, and that strained President Guyon has recognized
the relations with the deans over that."
there," Matthews said. ·
·
Parsons ·said one thing he
: Parsons said cenain procedures thinl-s will help the student body
concerning Halloween were mis~ in the future is. the alliance .
handled this semester.
between student leaders.
.
"ff there wa.-.·onc thing I wish
"We've·cuhivatcd all these stu~ ,
we ·could change, I think the way dent leaders and wor\ed them a.-.
we began our problem solving a team." he said. '.
c~nccr~}ng ~alloween was a·.
'1'his has helped the students a
. mistake, he said.
lot, and we've done some thing.-.
.•·some or the early things in people said we couldn_'I _do. Most
ihe early going weren't handled .of all, we've worked and estab. right."
·
lished ourscl\'es with the admin~ · ·
Parsons said USG had accom- islralion:·
plished some things which made . Parsons also said USG had
him proud.
·
accomplished more than he had
"The single most important hoped for this semester. but ·
thing for the Mudent~ ,is. the book , added that more can always be
·. exchange,"hesaid.
done.
·
·

. ... ,

· - - - - - ~ - · . . . . . . . . . . . , , .• • - · - · · . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Government recalls actions

facculi\'c members of both the
Undergraduate Student Go\'Cffi·
-·Barbara Parrish
ment anJ Graduate and Professional Student Council said many
things were accomplished_· this
semester, but they also left some
owner of MGN Investments; a
busines.~ unfinished. :
stockbroker agency that c:nploys
Matthew Parsons, USG chief
15 stockbrokers.
·
of staff, _said the go\'emmcnt had
He ha.-. scrwd for SC\'en years on
taken care of most or the issues
the Carbondale Park Commission,
al hand, but some were left unadis president of the Carbondale Rotdres.'ICd. • ..
, ·,
ary and is a commissioner with the_'
, "One of the .biggest goals (set
Illinois Student A~~istancc Commisearlier) is the increa.'IC in awaresion, which handles student loans.
ness or USG (to the students),
Neill, 34, said 1he three main
and we've done that," Parsons
issues he would addres.-. a.-. a'·mcm- ·
said.
her of the City Council arc raising
"We wanted to solve the Halthe bar entry age to 21 yean. old,
lowcen problem: but we ha\·en't
building a community swimming .
dorie that.: ·
.
.··
pool and economic de\·elopment.
"In the spring. we'd like to get
Neill said raising the bar enll)' age
out and talk 10 the student~ more.
would be a big step Iowan! ending
and create more diversity in
the party image of Carbondale and .
USG."
· ·
SIUC.
.
.
Jason Matthews, GPSC viceHe said student involvenienl will
president. said the council spcril
be important. and that most stumost of its time trying to orgadents do not want 10 be a.~sociated
nize itself.·and wa~ unable to
see_ COUNCIL, page 6. .

"It's important for
clients to see an indi.vidual working (in
rehabilitation counseling) who is a
minority that they can
identify with." .

'• • • •
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HIVtestirig should be·~:
individual's privilege
IF TESTING FOR THE AIDS related HJV is included
as part of lhc studenl health plan. it musl be conducted on a
strictly anonymous basis.
The testing. which could be implemented next fall. would_
be tilnded by a $3 studenl hcallh fee increase. The question
as lo whether the testing would be confidential or
anonymous is an important one. Confidential would mean
although a student would be identified, their records would
be privileged between Health Service and the student.
Anonymous would keep a student's name or any other
specific infonnation from being noted on any records.
Health Service officials maintain that it would not be
feasible for the progr.un to be anonymous. Their argument
consists of the fact that because students pay for the service
it would be necessary to identify each program-user as
student Otherwise. lhcy contend. anyone (swdcnts and nonstudents alike) could fake advantage of the pt'ClgrJm without
paying for it. ,H_owcvcr. the information would be
confidential between. doctor and patient.

Letters to the Editor

Deer ~ight for domir.iance~: 11pt death

With reference to your article through.\\ hich superiority is won, yiellls heforc serious llamagc is
;1hout the llecr hunter killing a ll~-cr · anti occa.~ionally llcath results , as llonc. thereby cnahling him to
with its antlers lockcll 10 another in the case of the two llccr fount! survive
another
year.
ll~-cr·s antlers, there wa~ a common by the hunter. However.· it \mulll Anthropomorphizing male ritual
mistake wrincn into the aniclc. In be no reproouctive advantage for llnminance llisplays into mortal
mating ~C:t'illOS. male combat is for the males lo chance injury. anti combat simplifies a vcry complex
csl:thlishing llominance a_nll perhaps subsequent death from process of rcpnxluctivc success for
hrcclling privileg~s. not for battle prcllation, for breclling rights to. animals. •.
· 10 the llea1h. a~ Matcll in the aniclc. · females in any panicula_r year: _l_n ....;.cathie Hutcheson, staff clerk,
The main problem arises in the facl that student he.-lth- Animals have cstahlishcll rituals , gcneral.-when two ~ales tight. one CF.SL
carc services arc provided by an insurance carrier. And
frequently. these insur.mce companies sell information about
clients to employers who arc researching a· prospcc_tivc
employee's history. The opportunity for m1fair treatment is
obvious. If an employer found out that a. person had HIV
Other c;itic; -~ttackcll the
Next came guilty pica from
their chances of being hired would probably be severely ThelosAngeles1imes
··
· ·· ·
appointment from the opposite Webster L. Huhbell, fom1erly the
hindered or eliminated. Another unfair aspect of thi~ would
WAS H I N GT O N -The llircction. They pointcll out that Clinton allministr,11ion·s associate
be that the person being considered by the employer would Whitewater scanllal. suhmergcll Starr. unlike his prcllL-ccssor in the attorney general. tlubhcll plc:1llcil 10
more than likely never know why they were declined for the unllcr the political surface fur so Whilewittercoun~l"sjob. Rohen B. charges not llircctly rclatcll lo
, long that most people thought ii Fiske Jr.. was not a prosecutor hy Whitewater. Bui the fom1cr Clinton
job.
long sim:e llrowncll. is pnxlucing training. So Starr woulll be too soft official was a key figure in the
Wh_y not have those using the HJ_V-testing services be . bc·,ircg.uf:nai~.1a~inr··~bubn~~~ra\\gha_i:h· .,'t\hn~" tn:h•t:.• , anti 100 c-.Lsy for his target, to fool. Justice Department when the f~'\leral
1•
h
h
d d
d
b .
., •-• u.
~•
This theory was never plausihlc: government wa.s llccilling whether
require~ to prove ,t at t ey arc in e_e }; st u cnt Y . cmcrgcll strongly suggest that Even if Starr hall the temperament or not ·10 investigate Mallison
prcs~ntmg the necessary documcnta!t~n • The He~lth Whi_tcwatcr is going 10 get much of a llish rag, the organization he Savings anti Loan, owned by the
Service cold then preserve lhe confidentiality of the pal1cnt worse for the president anti first · inheritcll from Fiske wa.s chock-full Clintons' partner in Whitewater,
by making the process anonymous after this verification is , lally.
.
.
of prosccutorial talents ·anti anti Hubbell plellgcll cooperation
completed. Those being tested for HIV should not have lhcir- The Chntons have tnL~ ~o c,·a'!c temperament\.
wi1h Starr.
name social security number or any other identifying .the modern scanllal machme. II 1s
In any event, the prelliction
The Clinton White House has, a~
• . .
.
.
... about lo show them that the more turned out to be wrong. Starr's they say. tricll lo distance the
chamctenst1c pennancntly associated w1lh the test results;
::you struggle. the tighter it grips. Pan • auorneys. we learncll. have been prcsillent anti first Ially from these
. .
,
· of their trouhlc comes from the lining ju.st what careful ~-cutors goings-on. But you woulll be haro
TO HAVE THIS TESTING AVAllABLE ON :office of Kenneth W. Starr. the· lloinontcrtolle,·clopabigca.-.c.
put 10 find a criminal-law specialist
campus is crucial in. keeping the spread.of AIDS to a inll~pcnllenl counsel investigating
In Liulc Rock. they have been who think.~ that S1arr·s proSL-cutors
minimum but it needs to be anonymous
..
-·. :Wh11cwa1cr.
, ,
,·
.
letting rclati\'cly minor, tangential or woulll have allowell the picas if
•
,
·
: \Vhcn Starr wa~ namcll lo the Job. low-ranking figures in the Palmer anti HubheUhall not offcn.'\I
two camps of critics callcll his · Wi1itc_wa1er scanllal plc:ul guihy 10 information implicating others. It
. appointment a sellout. First were rcllucell charges in exchange for woullln't take an that much 10 put
.. th= who claimcll that hl'\.-ausc·hc cooperation with the ongoing the Clinlons 'unllcr criminal
~hail been an acli\'e Rcpuhlic:m anti in\'Csligation of more important suspicion: For instance. even if they
hall argued against exempting · wrongoocrs.
simply hall knowlcllgc of these
;' President Bill Clinton from
First came a guilty pica from matters anti hill· it from
· prosecution· in the Paula Corbin Rohen W. Palmer, a land appmiscr • investigators; they might be
;:Jones C'.LSC, Starr wa.~ a partisan who:. who falsificll anti · backllatcll swimming in the famously murky
IT'S ENCOURAGING TO SEE THE HISPANIC ~coulll not gi\'c the prcsillcnt a fair .valuations of real estate. One of his swrunpofob~tructionofjustk--c.
.
Law Student Association's "Toys for Tots".' drive going on , hearing. This criticism llid not gel phony appmisals helped justify a . In short •. when you sec
this Christmas along with several other groups that arc \'cry far: Starr hall alreally built a loan, part of which went to the prosecutors Man lo make potential
getting together to help out area needy. Whether.students arc ._reputation for profcs.sionalism, anti Whitewater· ' Development · llefenllanLs offers they can't refuse.
•
.
.
··it wa~ hanl 10 make people picture Corporation. half owned by then- you can be fairly su~c that more '
co II ect_mg can food or scr~•~g hot meals at the Ne\yman : him as viciously vinllictivc.
Go\'. anti Mrs. Clin1on.
,
action is coming.
.
Cathohc Center on Thanksg1vmg Day. students arc trymg to , · '.: .~::.:: • . . :.
give something back to the community they live in for a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
short period of time: These students set the example for •
others.·
·
•
··

W_IJitewater $lowly reappearing
a

Good will _toward people.
-benefits~.all in long::fun :~- ~

This time of year is really busy for students because of :
cx:uns. lying up lasl minute homework or plans for returning :
home. Hats· off to those students for giving and showing :
their tm~ Christmas spirit. Let the _rest of us take our cues
from them.
·

Howto~a
lett~r to the ~tor: _

''"~-----r1

A:You

B:.Letter
C: F.ditor
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CHART A COURSE~
FOR SUCCESS . , ~

Staff Photo by J. Bebar

Robert Reid, SIUC alumnus, poses in front of the newly
repaired.Pulliam Hall clock tower. Reid played an instrumental roll in getting the clock on time.

~! B~STON UNWERSrIT

CLOCK, from page 1
clock was built.'" he said ... We
co&ldn"t find replacement pans. so
we put in a whole new one:·
The electricians also replaced
the receiver which reset, the clock
every hour. Waldron said. The
original receiver. which was
mechanical. received signals from

Belgium

a frequency generntor at the physical plant which corrects all clocks
on campus to keep them synchronized.
The new receiver is solid-state.
.. high-tech:· and Waldron said it
and the clock should run flawlessly
for years to come.

Shalala. joined by Secretary of
Education Richard W. Riley and
federal drug czar Lee P. Brown.
blamed ··drug glorification messages.. for much of the increase. and
said the primary cause is that
"fewer young people believe that
marijuana is hannfu).'"

LOANS, from page1
affect need-ba~ed student~ who are
the recipients of Stafford subsidized student loans.
Stafford subsidized loans currently available do not require students to pay interest on the loan
until six months after graduation.
The U.S. Department of Education
is currently the agency that pays
these interest subsidies.
Under th.! Republican plan.
Mann said. it would be tougher for
students to repay their loans
because the accumulated interest
would be added to the principal.
The 1994-95 interest rate for
Stafford loans is 7.43 percent with
a cap of 8.25 percent.
Undergraduate students can borrow up to $23,000 and graduate
students up to $65,500. he said.
Mann said with the end of subsi-

Ca)pndar
TODAY

dies. students could end up in
greater financial trouble.
"Many students have the altitude they will borrow what they
need to ger through school and
don·t think about repayment this would make things tougher:·
he said.
Dawn Colter, a senior in early
childhood education from
Kewanee, said the subsidized
ioans she receives are vital to her
education.
"I wouldn"t be able to pay for
college without them." she said.
Colter said with her mom and
two sisters allending college the

Stafford subsidized loans are her
only real option.
"My parents· had other loan
offers from banks, but the interest
made them too expensive," she

England

•

s

Israel

Master of Science In Management Degree
Boston University International Graduate Centers comblna a
tradition of acadamlc excellence with a rich diversity of resources
to provide students wllh an exceptional educational experience.

DRUGS, from page 1 - - - - the U.S. Department Health and
Human Services. The survev. funded by the department"s National
ln~litute on Drug Abuse. tracked an
e:i.pansion of drug use by the young
into the late 1970s, a substantial
decline la,ting through 1991. and a
resurgence since then.

•

Displaying T-shirts bearing prodrug-use slogans and symbols that
her staff purchased in··. the
Georgetown neighborhood where 1
she
lives,
Shalala
said: ;
.. Increasingly. drug glorification
messages are creeping back into our
popular culture."

• Exciting Overseas
Degree Program
• Weekend and
Evening Classes

Call 617/

353-6000

IWI

• Begin In January,
September, or April
International Graduate
Send for FREE information: ______ ~~~- __
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HABITAT,
from page 3

COUNCIL, from page 3
with 1hc negative image.
'The majori1y of the student~ arc
looking for a good cducalion," he
said. "They don'I want problems
here. I'm laking a hard line siance
lo help Carbondale grow into the
ncxl cen1ury."
Parrish also said she wanls 10
lend her experience lo the council
and help Carbondale grow in lhe
furure.

"I have lived in Carbondale for
over 32 years," Parrish said. "All of
my adull life I have been active in
civic and community service in
Carbondale while both working
and raising two children.
"I now want lo focus !hat energy
and commitment by working as
your representative on the
Carbondale City Council."
P...rrish taught pre-school through

eight gmde cla~ses in Carbondale
from I 972-1986. She taught at
John A. Logan College from 19881994, and has also owned and
managed rental property in
Carbondale since 1969.
"As a member of the Council I
will utilize my experience in
business, real estate management
and civic organizations to move
Carbondale in the right direction.~,"
Parrish said. "I know what
Carbondale was, what ii is now,
and whal it can be."
"My years as owner and manager
of both The Career Dcvelopmenl
Company and the G. N. Parrish
Land Trust has given me extensive
business and financial experience."
Parrish also serves on the
Southern Illinois Women's
Business Council Board of

Dircclors, the Southern Illinois
Personnel
Management
Association, the SIU Office
Sys1cms Specialties Advisory
Committee and the Carbondale
Uptown.
She also mentioned her longlasting ties to Carbondale,
including her Carbondale-based
education.
"During my 32 years in
Carbondale I at!!:nded the public
grade school and graduated CCHS
in 1968," she said. "I received both
my BS and MA from SIUC. My
family has lived in Jackson County
for over six generations."
Neill received his bachelor's
degree from DcPaul and his law
degree from Drake.
Shepard was unable to be
reached for comment

GRANT,
from page3
anract qualified minorities," he
said. "Ibis is intended to train more
people at the counselor level with
the expectation that they will be
able to rise within the ranks to
management level."
Though the grant came loo lale
10 recruit students for this year,
Falvo said the institute is recruiting
minority students for the 19951996 academic year.
Funded by the U.S. Department
of Education, the grant requires
recipients to agree to serve disabled
people in a non-profit rehabilitation
agency in the U.S. for one year
after graduation, Falvo said.
Falvo's work with the
Rehabilitation Institute involves
coordinating the rehabilitation
counselor training program.
The grant is one of several
training grants Falvo received for
the institute and the School of
Medicine, including grants from
the Veterans Administration, the
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services and the
Rehabilitation
Services
Administration, she said.
An expert in health care workerpatient relationships, Falvo's
publications on the subject include
"M.:dical and Psychosocial Aspects
of Disability," widely used as a
textbook
in
rehabilitation
departments at universities.
"Because of the health care
reform movement people realiu
!hat the key is to work with patients
to facilitate better communication
between the physician and patient,"
she said.

Hours:
Mon.- Thur. I lam-lam
. & Sat. 1lam-3am
Sunday Noon-lam

602

. G-ra.n.d

549-1111

into another house," he said.
Langdon said right now 1hc group
has reached a point where skilled
laborers are needed. SIUC has a
college chapter of Habitat for
Humanity affiliated with the
Carbondale chapter, and "They help
us in recruiting individuals to
work," he said.
Langdon said the group is also in
need of applicants for homes.
Apptica1ions can be picked up at the
Good Samaritan House, 701 S.
Marion.
MacKenzie said last year he also
organil.Cd a resident volunteer group
from Felts Hall which helped to
finish a house on East Green. The
year before, he organized a group
from Brown Hall.
Mark Klein, sophomore from
New Douglas and a resident of Felts
Hall, explained why he volunteered
his time this semester and last year
helping Habitat for Humanity with
MacKenzie.
"It looks good on a resume and
it's helping out a good cause you're helping people who need it
and they respect the help we give
!hem." Klein said.
Klein said as a volunteer he
pulled<iincs for electrical work,
hung drywall and worked insulating
the house.
"Ille more-experienced people do
the heavy work; we just help out,"
he said.
Klein said the group usually
volunteered every-other Salurday
throughout the semester, beginning
at about 8 a.m. Jnd working until
around noon.
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College of Education, 50;.
following national trend Integrally linked with 'human services' disciplines
By Benjamin Golshahr
Staff Reporter
This year SIUC's College of
Education turned 50, and the
college has celebrated its golden
anniversary by following a national
trend which combines education
with human services.
Donald Beggs, dean of the
college, said education is now
integrally linked with the
disciplines that are defined as
"human service:: "
Human services include the
rehabilitation institute, the
department of communication
disorders, child and family
services; also now a part of the
College of Education are physical
education, health and recreation
and clothing and textiles.
Beggs !>aid this union reflects the
educational philosophy the SIUC
college holds.
"It's very much that we're
dealing with human nature, human
beings. people's needs," he said.

"We're constantly learning how to
adjust as the world changes and this
is why education and human
services are intertwined."
"Leaming is life-long. We learn
to live with others and we're
always learning new information,
whether it be in school building or
elsewhere," he said
SIUC's College of Education is
one of the 515 nationally accredited
institutions that exist to prepare
student~ for a career in education.
Beggs said SIUC has produced
high-caliber educators over the last
half century.
"I think the example of this is the
excellent jL•b placement rate and
success of our graduates," he said.
Beggs said keeping an eye on
what is happening in education
nationally, both in terms of teaching
philosophy and new technology, is
what keeps SIUC on top.
"That's how we've been able to
stay ahead of the game," he said.
"If you get comfortable with the
program that you have and don't

listen nationally then you're not
going to have graduates who are
ready for the next decade."
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..........;;;.;;;;;;.;;;;;;,;;;;;;,;;;;;;,;;;=,
He says educators must be able
to teach students in a variety of

when Is the last time you were in

ways.
"We clearly know individuals
learn in different ways," he said.
"Some learn visually, Olhers orally,
t
th
beS wi haods-on

~;1.;f~:.rn

"A good teacher can teach all of
those ways and can reflect upon the
of presenting subject
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we're better than ever with
wonderful selectlons of:

~:!~:?

chocolates • coffees • specialty foods
pottery • baskets • jewelry
shortbread mold $18.00
Introducing our new collection of
Rubber Stamps

Beggs said he's looking forward

}~t:r1:'~~~;~,I~i~~!t~~:~:;
~~:i~tu~nologicaI revolutions
"Co!:!puters - the information
super-highway
make
information so readily available, for
e;<ample, that this new technology
allows us to visit the Library of
Congress," he said. "Our teachc.-rs
in the future will be using that
highway."
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Missile hits U.N. peacekeep~rst ~
Bangladeshi seriously inju_r~cfi
~:-··· :
ZAGREB, Croatia-Two wireguided antitank missiles. fired from
Serb positions, blasted a U .N.
annored personnel carrier Monday,
wounding four Bangladeshi
peacekeepers in the northwestern
Bosnian enclave of Bihac.
One Bangladeshi soldier was
gravely injured, losing a hand and
part of his face, said U.N.
spokesman Paul Fisley, adding that
the U.N. commander for Bosnia,
British LL Gen. Michael Rose, was
in the Serb stronghold of Pale
seeking permission for helicopter
evacuation of the injured soldier.
The a1tack, which Risley termed
a "direct targeting of the United
Nations," was the latest in a series
of Serb provocations, raids,
kidnappings and blockades of the
U.N. mission in Bosnia It unfolded
aficr a week in which Britain and
France, the top contributors of
troops to the U.N. operation, briefly
threatened pull ,.,ut
Since the Anglo-French decision
to stay, Serb ;m!ssure has
fluctuated. Over the weekend, Serb
forces hijacked a convoy of three

to

."
;, .., ; .:..
Danish fuel trucks. But Monday convoys to civilians trapped by the.
Serb forces allowed in a sh-truck war, thereby maki~g if aimost.
French convoy with 30 tons of fuel impossible.to move _aid to Sarajevo
for the mission.
and Muslim enclaves in eastern•
Serb forces had blocked fuel Bosriia E:irlylast week, ihe lLN:deliveries to the U.N. force for attempted: to . withdr~~-: :~00
more than three weeks. On Sunday, · Bangladeshi troops but failed to
they also announced a ban on U.N. receive approval from Croatian Serb
military escort~ of humani~an forces.;
- ·
;:

•
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Popularity of angels takes flight
By .Jl!D'9ID1' Finley ·

in angels."
Webber and Kok said many religious
communities started wanting information
about angels when famous evangelist Billy
hey arc popular symbols during the Graham wrote his book ..Angels." The book.
Chrislmas season; lopping lrees, originally published in 1975, was re-released
decorating cards and wrapping this year.
paper. But angels now are
The Public Broadca.~ting Service this fall
appearing in other ways, such as on the cover aired the documentary, "In Search of
of Newsweek. on the new CBS program. Angels." which included interviews with
"Angels Among Us;· and in a Tony-award those somehow involved with the angel
winning play on Broadway.
phenomenon, ranging from religious leaders
Religious ano business experts said this to musicians.
popularity signifies a trend - how America
Janis Blackschleger. an assistant producer
is losing faith in the world, and is finding on the documentary, said PBS came to her
hope in angels.
company looking to do a program on angels.
"'?t's the greatest explosion in 300 years. She and those on her team traveled to
People are looking for something. Our world locations across the world associated with
hasn't improved. The concept of angels angels, from the Vatican in Rome to the
appeal to people," said Marilynn Webber, Broadway stage for "Angels In America."
authorof"A Rustle of Angels."
'The play is about AIDS in the United States,
Webber gained the nickname "'Angel and an angel come.• at the finale of the first
Lady" because of her life-long inlerest in sh~w 10 deliver hope to thc main character.
angels and her recognition as an angel expert.
She said through her research, sht" has
She has spoken at the famous Crystal fo11nd that the belief in angels has spread
Cathedral in Garden Grove, Ca .• and has throughout the world, and doing the
appeared numerous times on television.
:'. documentary even affected her own beliefs.
James Kok. a pastor at the Crystal
"I think there absolulely has lo be the
Cathedral. invited Webber to speak at the firsl existence of angels," she said. "We basically
angel seminar at the Cathedral this year. Koit went looking for angels and found them all
said the Christian community has ~ely mj over the world. Our view is that angels affect
celebrated angels because they secy.~~aJ all walks oflife."
something that comes between the individual,
lthough angels always have been
and God.
."
familiar as well as popular symbols
Kok said the Catholic religion has always
of Christmas, managers of some
had the belief in angels, especially guardian
branch locations of major
angels . But the Protestant religion focuses on corporations said angels are not just popular
the Bible. but has recently become more during the holiday seasons.
accepting to the concept of angels.
Patty Crowe, a manager at Kirlins
Kok said because of the growing interest Hallmark in the University Mall, said every
and sightings of angels. religious leaders are year the Hallmark company selects a theme
beginning 10 accept the concept of angels, for its main card. This year ii is the angel.
even so much as to prompt the Crystal
Crowe said the store has various items with
the angel theme, including water globes and
Cathedral to hold a seminar on the topic.
''The seminar was held because there's a photo albums.
mounting amount of stories that people are
"'I kind of think thal Christmas is getting
relating. and these experiences with what back to the basics," she said. "Angels are a big
seems to be angels are being published." he part of Christmas; people are wanting more
said. "We've lost faith in the govemment and
in science, people are more open to belii:ving -ANGEIB, pap 10
8pec1al Projects F.cliior
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Close encounters: Believers share tales
By .Jl!D'elll1' Finley

specialist noticed Pruitt's cross and pointed
out a small indention in the center of the

8peclal Projects F.dl.ior

cross.
During the struggle. the cross had come
out of his shirt and dropped belween the
hammer and the firing pin so when the
trigger was pulled, the hammer hit the
cross, the firing pin was not hit. and the
bullet wa~ stopped in the gun.
"At the time. I thought it was luck:'
Pruitt said. "It could have been a miracle
or fate. But maybe that guardian angel was
there at the right time."
Pruitt also tells in his book about an
agnostic marine in World War II who
· • refused to lake a bible his captain had
given all the other soldiers. The other
soldiers were later killed as well as the
captain. But as the captain died, the marine
took the bible an_d placed it in his is front
shirt pocket at the request of the captain.
· The marine ~•::., later ambushed wilh
. ,another troop. All the others were killed
· and the marine was shot. The marine was
· ·not'injured; however, because 1he bullet lodged iii the pages of his Bible.
"Angels don't always appear as people
•assume they would.'. Pruitt said.
'
Peggy . Raso.· · president of the
: International Association for Near Death
Studies; said· nearly a fourth of the neardeath
she has seen involves people

ietnam veternn James Pruitt
remembers traveling along the
Ho Chi Minh Trail preparing
himself to baltle with the
Vietnamese enemy. As usual. he carried
his .38 caliber pistol and wore
camoflaughe. Although all jewelry was
forbidden because it could easily be seen
by the enemy. he wore a gold cross given
to him by French nuns his patrol had

V

escorted.
Pruitt's troop planned to assassinate
some Vietnamese soldiers, but he soon
found himself lying on his back with a
Vietnam _solider aiming his own pistol at
his chin. He said he cried out for God to
help him, the gun fired and then he
believes his life was saved by an angel.
As the author of "Angels Beside You,"
Pruitt used his experiences and stories
from other war veterans to write the book .· :·
telling different accounts of angels during
war, ranging from the C:ivil War to_
Vietr.am.
Pruitt said the gun fired but he felt·.~:
nothing, so he fought the gun away from:· S
the solider and killed him. Afterwards, he :
showed bis weapon to a guns specialist,
who 1091'.ed at the gun and said nothing·, ~
.'.- •· was.wrong with it U? cause a misfire. The''<:
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TAI,ES, from page 8 - !'Zt!ing angels.
Raso. who has studied ca.,;es of
near-death experiences for 34
y=. said she has seen people tell
stories about angels to receive
ancntion. but the majority of people
who said they have seen an angel
are telling the truth.

"It's hard to believe,
but in fact, most
people seem
embarrassed (to say
they have seen an
angel)."
-Peggy Raso
"Ifs hard to believe. but in fact.
most people seem cmbarra.'iSCd (to
say they have seen an angel). Some
people may come to our meetings.
maybe up to a year. before they tell
us anything ha~ happened to them."
she said. "As a researcher, I'll
never be able to say that there's life
after death. But I personally believe
in angels. After what I've seen, I
have to believe.Evangelist Billy Graham wrote
in his book, "Angels.- that angels
are God's invisible hosts and are
bencr organi1..ed than any armies of
man or Satan; that angels "think,
feel. will and display emotions;"
and angels are not always bringers
of light. but are agents of judgment
Eileen Elias Freeman. director
and founder of AngelWatch. a nonprofit organization that studies
angels. said her organization
publishes a newsletter that tells
stories about angel encounters and
has 4,000 subscribers around the
world.
Freeman said through her
research. she ha~ found that angels
are an entirely different race and
only take the form of humans.
Raso said she has seen people
describe angels in three ways: as
the familiar. winged woman. a~ a
normal person who gave help when
needed and a~ a symbolic creature
or item.
She said one woman told her
about a mouse she belie,·ed to have
been an angel. lbe woman and her
husband were turning mattresses on
a bed when they saw a mouse that
quickly ran deeper into the
mattress. lbey turned the mattress
and found a suicide note written by
her husband's daughter. The
woman believed the mouse came to
reveal the note and save the
daughter's life.

INDltOI.UOf---$3 p,r roll Now .....,.'lol,le al . . o..1y
E9)1)1io,, Raom 12!R ~
Builc!ing, o, ail 536-331 I, OOlt. 200.

Raso also said an agnostic
woman in one of her sessions told
about how she was having openheart surgery and knew she was
going to die. At one point. the pain
wa~ so strong. she lefi her body and
leaned against the wall. looking at
her body. A man and a boy then
came into the room and the wall
opened up, revealing a staircase
leading up. The woman followed
the two and the staircase suddenly
disappeared and a voice told her to
return to her body.
Raso said although she knows if
adults tell the truth about their
experiences, she prefers to talk to
..:hildren who have experienced
angel situations.
"I think caildren arc more
receptive before they're fully aware
of realities." she said "Olildren tell
the truth; we like lo get them for
that reason."
Marilynn Webber, co-author of
"A Rustle of Angels," agrees that
young people are more prone to
have angel encounters. She said she
believes this because as a teenager,
she was saved by an angel.
Webber said she was crossing a

90 ACCORD EX, 5 SPD; ps, pw,

wrvool, arnlrol bch, aviM, uc mnd,
Ah:"" mi, first owner. $10,500 oba.
Coll 5A9-ll058.
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':.!;'}~:;__~-6,;8.,_.I
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:~=ri.,a-'
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luly loadod

91 MITSUBBSHI ECUPSE l Sundin.. 65mi 5«95, 91 Tromr llolion wagon
U495, 90 Toyota Camry 1 d9xxx mi $7995, 89 ~ $5295,
89 Shodow $2900, 88 e.-, $3995,
88 Mu,lang $2495, 87 Daytona
S2695, 86 Audi 5000 S3995, 86
A.ire Van $4495, 85 S10- pd.up
$1795, 8, Mor. Carb $1995, 84
E><Of1 68>00C mi $1A95, AAA"->
~ · 605 N.
549-1331.
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•ti
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Italian. Village

frozen in fear and coold not move.
"I could see the blue eyes of the
conductor as he screamed at me. I
could feel the heat of the engine. I
was really kind of satisfied because
I knew that I wouJd soon be with
the Lord, but then I was pushed
back with this incredible force, and
I couldn't wait to stand and sec
who'd saved me. I stood in that
spot and knew in my heart that God
had saved me through an angel. It
had to be God, there wasn't
anybody there."

of that type of thing."
Crowe said people often
have come in to the store
this season and requested
angel items.
Krista Jackson, manager
at W2ldenbooks in the
University Mall, said she
started seeing an increase in
people requesting angel
books last year.
Jackson said whenever
angels are featured on
television. more people
come into the store looking
for ru1gel books. "Embraced
by the Light." by Betty
Eadie. is the best-selling
an<>el book
!'?In th~ inspirational
section. we sell more angel
books than bibles," she said.
Jackson said she had one
customer
purchase
~Embraced by the Light"
and say they had an angel
experience.
. She also said she believes
people's interest in the afteclife is strong.
"People want to know
what happens next." she
said.

rod: $5. 549-0988.

75o:x mi 7595, 91

e

train track when she realized a train
was coming toward her. She was
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Gua~emala • Peru • /V\exlc.o • Nepal
Thalland • India · Ecuador

lr,c:redible

Prices!

C3reat. C h r i s t m a s

South End of Student Center

C3i-fts!

Dec. 12-16 1Oom-5pm
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Mr Boffo

by Joe Martin

ITIS ~
LADIES NIGHT
70's &BO's

ROCK'N'ROLL
Busch,
Busch Lila,
Dldstyla &
Kayslana Light
Battles
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Quarts
(IIIJ kind of beer)
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Bicyclist LeMond looking to regroup
Los Angeles Tmes

the Place de la Concorde in the heart
of Paris, LeMond started in second

Greg LeMond won the 1989 Tour
de France in a little dra:na so oompelling that even American spons
fans took notice.
After 2,015 miles, 22 days and 20
stages of cycling's greatest spectacle, LeMond trailed Laurent Fignon
of France by a virtually insunnountable 50 seconds before starting the
final stage that Sunday five years

ago.
In the 15.2-mile individual time
trial from the Palace at Versailles to

place two minutes before his rival.
By the time Fignon crossed the
finish line, collapsing on the
Oiamps Elysee a few minutes after
LeMond, it w~ over for the French

rider.
1\vo years removed frcm a nearfatal hunting accident, LeMond,
then 28, rode as no one before him.
He rode all out at a Tour record pace
of 34 miles per hour, declining to
have his splits called to him from
the pace car.

from page 1 6 - - because the World Cup w~ hen: this
year," he said
"8$ketball is always big here, no
matter what season it is. Softball is
big, too, because of the nice weather."
For more infonnation about the
1995 Spring schedule, call the Office
of lntramural-Recrealional Sports at
453-1273 or the Recreation Center
lnfom131ion Desk at 536-5531.

l/17-1/23
1/17-1/23
2/27-3/20
4/10-A/17

1/23
1/23
3/20
4/17

Tentative
Special Events Registration
Swim Meet
Wrestling Meet
Reebok S~t Shot
Sports Trivial Bowl

1/30-2/10
2/6-2/21
2/13-2/23
3/20-4/3

world road race championship
twice-it served as a metaphor of
his legacy.
That ride introduced cycling to
the New World as legions of
Americans became enthralled with

Dates
2/11
2/21-2/22
2/23
4/3

Free Garlic
Butter&

PepP:8"0"(inis

w/ every
order

457-7777

Now thru finals week irs•..

.u.e! All Night with WISe Guys Pizza.
We're open 'Iii 3AM Everyday!

Nobody Undersells Wise Guys
or We'll Cul Ot:t Their Thumbs!

LeMond and the Tour.
So, for the American cycling
scene, it was the darkest of days
when LeMond, 33, retired last week
because his physicians believe- he is

suffering from a rare muscie disorder known as mitochondrial myopatby.

.

.

GUZALL'S

•

......

Guzall's has the largest selection of - SIU and Greek apparel In Carbondale!

... ...

"Ir
·-.}!

I))(

...
...

Team Sports
Basketball
4 Person Volleyball
12" Softball
Indoor Soccer

celebration. And perhaps more than

any other ride-LeMond won the

Tour de France three times and the

......

INTRAMURALS,
·Tm looking to institure a bowling
and billiards tournament at the
Stude.:• Center for the spring
semester," he said
"We're working on that right
now.'"'
William; said interest in many of
the spring intramural sports is high
for many reasons.
"Indoor soccer bas picked up
tremendously. Soccer is bigger

In one of cycling's most unforgettable moments, LeMond had S'.oleo
the title in the closest finish in 81
Tours with an eight-second victory.
It was a memorable scene, an
American winning in Paris d•uing
the height of France's Biet:ntemrial

Mon-Sat
10:00 am - 7:00 pm

Sun
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

... ...
... ...

609 S. Illinois
457-2875

...
T

BOOK EXCHANGE
Brought to you by
your fellow student volunteers
and your
Undergraduate Student
Government
Cflrop you,•
W~fnq

books offJ01•

yow• books

ovenii9ftt

wfzen rou can

processi119
and save at

tnufe them(

feast

15%!

Plgel5

December 13, 191J4

GILMORE, from page 16---~ ,
her...
Coming off the bench is
something new for Gilmore but it is
she will have 10 gel use to.
--rve always been a starter since.
l'\·e played basketball but it is an
adjustment I'll have to make.'' she
said.
"Coach (Cindy) Scoll said she
likes me coming off the bench so I'll
do anything to make our team
better...

this season.
"I know a lot of other teams have ·
players who are jcalou.~ of the people
playing in front of them, but this
team pulls for each other and gets
excited when teamates malce plays.
"That gets me hyped up when my
teammates cheer for me and we have
a lot fua ...,;th each other.'"
Gilmore and tile Salukis will travel
to Puerto Rico for the San Juan
Shoo<out on Dec. 19.

SIUC women's ba.\ketball coach
Cindy Seo« said that having Gilmore
come of the bench is good ~l)Ccially
in lbun;day ·s game.
"'She played very hard. she played
with· more agressiveness and more
solidn~ss th~n at any time this
sc.'500. shcsaid.
"I really like our lineup with Nikki
coming off the bench."
Gilmore said the team's chemistry
is a factor to having a good season

BUFFALO CHIPS, from page 16
10 be letting down after a big win
over Indianapolis in New England
Sunday.
Let's face it. Buffalo's time is up
and head coach Marv Levy needs lo
get a big broom and clean house.
jus1 like Jimm} Johnson did in
Dalla~ and Bill Parcells did in New
England.
Guess what coach. it works.

Dallas is set to three-peat. and the
Patriols have a chance lo make the
playoffs for the first time since
1986. when. by the way. the
Chicago Bean; led by Walter Payton
and William "the fridge" Perry
d-'l>imyed them in the Supt..-r Bowl.
A Buffalo Super Bowl victory
would be nice lo see. God knows
they desen·e it more than any other

learn in the NA.. but without Kelly
:nd with an aging roster. the Bills
need to step out and let some new
AFC blood take the reigns and
finally give the NFC and decent
challenge on Super Bowl Sunday.
Look for the Dolphins to wreak
havoc on the 49ers and lets give
Dan Marino a ring for laking over
where Kelly left off.

DAWGS, from page 1 6 - - awaitint SIUC is the stan of the
Missouri Valley Conference season
Jan. 4 at the Arena against rival

Bradley.
Wichita Stare will be on the heels
of BU as the Shorkers visit
Carbondale on Jan 7. before SIUC
hits the road for two MVC
showdowns at Southwest Missouri

Los Angeles Times

• Greg Townsend. former Los
Angeles Raider defensive end.
now with the Philadelphia
Eagles. recalled his earlier years

State (Jan. 14) and Tulsa (Jan. 17).
Saluki junior forward ClJris Carr
said the games over breal. are an
important lest for' the team. bul he
already.
~It was a feeling-<llll period in thc
first five games, but we're saaning to
gel together," he said. Mil's a matter

of lime. that's all. !n the Charlotte
game we came together in the
second half and hopefully it will
canyover."
SIUC's first game following the
recess is a match-up with Valley foe
Indiana Stare at thc Arena Jan. 21.
Thursday's game al SEMO is a
7:30tip-off.

with the Raiders under owner Al
Davis:
"He had three rules-be on
lime for the meetings. pay
auention and play like hell when
I tell you to and 1·11 pay the
fines.
"He said, ·1 don't want to see
you out there getting pushed
around, lf.-you've got_!!l__l;!!..,..

• One thing you have to give the
across somebody·s head, go
NCAA. ir calls it as ir is. The same
across somebody's head.' ••
• Press-ure: Boomer Esiason, canoo1 be said forthc NFL
Watch Alabama play Aorida for
New York Jet quarterback, on the
team's geuing Mbnday off: "You the SEC title, Han·anl take on Yale in
have to gel away from one "The ·Game" or Washington &
another and get away from the Jefferson go against Albion and you
other team we play every know exactly what thc c~flC3lions
week-our media. Not seeing 1-A. 1-M and mrriean. The pros let
them on Monday-as good."
you set up your own rating system.

can fee) thc players coming logelher

.Wack it!
Matt Davis, • freshman in accounting and buslnus
from Quincy, talln • break from studying to relieve
some finals week streu on a raquetbllll court at the
Student ~ Cenler llondaJ afternoon.

Before You need to n1ake a
single payment. ski season will
hm:e passed, the gn)undh()g
will ha\'e seen his shaclo\v and
You·11 hare consun1ecl rour
.
boclyS weight in pepperoni.

0nly$1,IU9. Orabout$33.amod.'
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0,er the weekend. for example.
the Lions and Jets played a listless
game. then ·the Patriots and Colts.
Redskins and Cardinals squared off
in interesting if not artistically
compelling matchups. It was strictly
1-M fare or maybe even Division
II. particularly when the· San
Francisco 49ers ( 1-A all the way)
showed up on the tube late Sunday.
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Sightseeing: Gilmore want§:NCM bid

By Doug Durao
SeniorRepcxter

points a game.
Last,Thursday, Gilmore had her best game of the
scoring 21 points and causing seven steals on
If the SIUC women's basketball team has designs tier 21st birthday.
Defense
was a major point of emphasis for Gilmore
on winning- the Missouri Valley Conferent"e
Championship and making an NCAA Tournament coming into this year.
"(Assistant) coach Beck told me J
apperance; the Salukis will have to
·
was going 10 have to pick up my
rely on die all-around intensity of an
.
.
defense this year." she said. "I'm
Frrs~-T':8ff'_all-MVCperf~- .
.., will do anything I
playing with defensive intensity this
Nikki Gi~, a 5•5 Juruor pomt
year and that's from the intensity I
guard. has her sights set on only one
have on the offensive end."
goal-to
reach
the
NCAA get there
As for her seven-steal perfomance.
Tounwnent.
. ·
..When I watch the NCAA tourna- Tournament). If that
Gilmore said she likes to size up her
opponents
before she tries for a
ment on television ~ thi_nk 'gosh I on/v
Scoring
steal.
would love to be playmg m that tourJ
''lbe most important thing is to connament' ," she said. "I will do anyI
tain on defense," she said. "After I
thing I can for this team to get there.
,,, ,,,
'
If that only means scoring one poinl W/11.
have a player contained, then I see
a game, I will."
-Nikki Gilmore how the guard is running the
offense.
"I know I still have l\1-"0 years lo
..If the guard isn '1 comfortable with
go, but I feel we have :be team 10
the ball then I will harass her, but if the gurad is really
win the conference and go to the NCAA's."
Gilmore averaged 14.8 points and five and a haJf quick, I'll back of a little bil so I don'I gel beal off the
assists a game in her sophomore campaign. She wa~ dribble. Against Northern lJlinois, the guard was not
named 10 the Missouri Valley Conference first-learn comfortable with the offense, so·1 was able 10 pressure
and was a preseason choice Ibis year.
In five games this season Gilmore is averaging 15 Sff GILMORE, page 15
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can for this team to
(NCAA
means
one point a game

Salukis mending together
By Grant Deady
Sports Editor
Despite making
a relatively strong
showing
in
Saturday's 76-70
loss al North·
CarolinaCharlotte, Saluki
basketball head
coach· Rich Herrin
is Slill .. hQping
Santa drops a
team chemistry
set down his
chimney this sea- -

son.

half Saturday at
Charlotte, bul we
have to eliminate
all lhe dribbling,
improve our passing and 111movers
and we have a l01
of work 10 do on
our
halfcour1

=: ~: =r~~t;......
Dec. 17 at Austin~:

.

f~

,

Dec. 31 at Jomes Madisirin' · ,,
.!• 11. 4 Bradle_.
: · .· •_, '\~·
W·
.
Jan. "I Wlchlta,St,a~• }::"
Jan. 14 at Southwest Missouri:Siale
Jon. 16 at Tulsa
· -;·~~/.:{:·, /

:~:ir~~·~u:~!a~~

Missouri Stale
Thursday before ,
kicking-off an
eightgamestretch
over the four

::!.

holiday
sruc (2·3> has
stumbled oul to
I• a.w
}<·:l_,.'i::.J ,;·
While
the
its worst ..start
majority ofSaluki
since the ·1985Source:SIUCSpomlnlo
• < liyJP lii..a,0a,1yEgyplian
faithful are scat'86 campaign, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. lered across the

••II!"._.

which has.left Dawg fans wonder,w·n::,.~~~ all the preseason hype

= ...........

This season's non-conference
schedule has been billed as the
tou<>.hesl since Henin took over the
program 11 years ago, bul lhe

1:\

coach refused 10 use ii as an excuse
for the slow start.
''We need 10 get better as a unit."
Herrin said. "We gotta gel better al
running a sci offense and playing
without the ball.
"We played better in the second

country for the break, the Dawgs
continue a chaJleilging non-confer;_
ence schedule al Austin Peay and
Slaff PholD .,, Slllrlly Gioia
James Madison.
In SIUC's, 87-57,
Bui the biggest holiday obstacle Junior gulird Nlldd GIimore dribbles up
win Thursdlry against the Lady Huskies of Northern Illinois.
see DAWGS, page 15
Gllmont accnd 14 points In just 20 minutes of action.

court

Spring intramurals to begin
Bills, Kelly need fresh blood to repeat play_after
time off for Holidays
-,
'~J:hrlil
Clark
bad ·luck streak in Super Bowl XXIX ·
-Staff Reporter

BySlianWalar
Staff Reporter
There are 22 teams in the NFL
still mathematically in the competition for a playoff birth, and
lhe Buffalo Bills remain in the
hunl for a fifth consecutive trip to
the Super Bowl.
Can they do it?
Will they pull ii off again?
I don't think so.
Jim Kelly said in an interview
after the Viking game thal he
knew he was done for the season
when Minnesota defensive tackle
Henry Thomas went low and
look a cheap shot on Kelly's
knees with I:IO remaining.
Kelly, the 10-year veteran
from Miami, has led the Bills
since 1986 after a slinl with in
the USFL with Houston
Gamblers. He became the 7th
q~erback in NFL history to

average of 12.5 yards per completion.
With these impressive .numbers sining hurt on.~he bench,
lhe Bills' offense is iii trouble.
Kelly has always bailed them out
';!;· ' of trouble before, bul now where
-;' ' do they go?
The time has come for Buffalo
·10 shuffle on home and regroup.
They need lo lei some players go
and fonn another team. because
righl now they are old, tired and
bun.
Fromthe·Pressbox
SIUC lried lo help them Olli
Sean Walker
with Yonel Jourdain, bul nol
even an Egyptian hunting dog
Staff
help Bowl
them in
find
Miami and
___
_ _Reporter
_ _ _ _ ___. can
the Super
1994.

SIUC sllldenlS ~ing to relieve the stress of final exams. full-contact
holiday shopping and making New Year's resolutions to gel in shape after
the winier break may wanl to consider participating in a Spring intramural
sport.
The 1995 Spring calendar features team sports like basketball, wallyball, team handball and indoor soccer. There are also lhree individual
events as part of next semester's line-up- table tennis, racquetball singles and a graduate/faculty/staff golf league.
Special events slated for the spring include swim and wrestling meeL~.
In addition, there will be an intramural spons_ trivia ~wl scheduled for
early April and the Reebok Spot Shot will lake place in February.
The sports trivia bowl will consist of learns competiilg ~n a question and
answer fonnat, with the winning team receiving intramural champion tshirts.
.... ·. '·
In the Reebok Spot Shot, conleSlanlS musl maltc: a specified number of
shots from predelennined spots O!l the ~ I court.·· • ·
· · ..The participants have a chance to win Reebok and intramural t-shirts,"
Herman Williams, assistant director of Intramural-Recreational Sport.~
said.
Registration for the sports trivia bowl begins March 20 and ends on the
:· day, of;- the_ ev.ent, April 3. Reebok Spot Shot registration runs
V

pass for more than 3,000 yards in
. The 7-7 Bills do have a chance
season after racking up 3,382 in ·a1 getting an AR: wildcard birth,
J9'J3.
bul tbeyjhave to heal the Colts
Kelly has thrown for 26,413 'arid the·Patiiots, who don't look
tolal yards ~~179 TD's under
; • "'-•~- ·
his belt in 2,112 completions, an BUFF~-~ pege1_5:_

a

from Feb; 13"23:
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Williams said there are no new sP9f15 on the calendar al this moment. ,

t' bu,t..~ is looking into adding a few more before the end of the season.
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